NVIDIA AI STARTER KIT

The Fastest Way to Dive into AI
Many organizations seek to infuse their business with AI but struggle with how to get
started and what software, tools, and platform they need to deliver insights quickly.
The NVIDIA AI Starter Kit is everything your team needs to get started, including the
turnkey, industry-leading NVIDIA DGX A100 system, ready-to-use AI models, and data
science workflow software. All of this comes with consultative services from NVIDIA’s
solution delivery partners, who can take you from AI “idea” to deployed application in
a fraction of the time and cost of DIY solutions. Avoid losing time and money building a
platform and use the NVIDIA AI Starter Kit to get business-impacting results sooner.

Realize Your AI Ambitions Sooner
The NVIDIA AI Starter kit makes it simpler and faster to tackle AI projects. It includes:
> The World’s Most Popular AI Appliance. DGX A100 delivers unmatched flexibility and
performance with a simplified plug-in, power-up experience.
> Ready-to-Use Software for Out-of-the-Box Productivity. Our growing portfolio of AI models,
scripts, and libraries enable data scientists to focus on innovating instead of integrating.
> Enterprise-Grade Data Science Tools. MLOps software to make your data scientists more
productive by automating non-core tasks, driving more ideas to deployment faster.
> Expert Guidance to Realize Results Sooner. Domain-specific knowledge and expertise from
SFL Scientific helps you navigate the path from concept to production.
> A Scalable Infrastructure Aligned to Your Business Growth. With DGX A100, the foundational
building block for scalable AI infrastructure, your AI Starter Kit can grow into scaled AI
infrastructure whenever you need it to.

Tap into Data Science Consulting Expertise
Get consultative help—from initial strategy conception, to data architecture, to model
development and MLOps—from our featured solution delivery partner SFL Scientific.
Their domain knowledge can help you solve your most complex AI problems and
quickly generate business value.

Industrialize AI Development with MLOps
To scale AI, you need to integrate data science workflow within an IT/DevOps approach.
MLOps software from cnvrg.io helps streamline AI application delivery, so data science
teams and IT can more effectively manage users, models, datasets, experiments, and
more, while speeding continuous application delivery.

Kick-Start Your AI Deployment Today
Lease the NVIDIA AI Starter Kit: www.nvidia.com/AIStart
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GET YOUR NVIDIA AI STARTER KIT
STARTING AT $9,500 PER MONTH*
The Solution Includes:
> NVIDIA DGX A100
> 3 years of NVIDIA enterprise support
> Product installation
> 3 years of MLOps software license
> 40 hours of data science consulting
from SFL Scientific
* Lease offer based on 36 monthly payments and
is contingent on customer credit. Monthly price
is based on current interest rates, which may
fluctuate. Lease is underwritten by Arrow Capital
Solutions. If you prefer a CAPEX model, a quote
can be obtained from an NVIDIA reseller.

FLEXIBLE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS DRIVE
FASTER AI INNOVATION
Leasing an NVIDIA AI Starter kit will enable
you to consume AI infrastructure through an
agile OpEx model:
> Stay on the Cutting Edge: Easily update to the
latest technology as your AI needs evolve.
> Reduce Upfront Costs: Combine lower
initial costs with predictable payments and
increased flexibility.
> Easily Scale Up: Expand your AI resources
at any time, all within the same payment
agreement.
> Streamline Payments: Enjoy a single monthly
payment for all your AI infrastructure needs.
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